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PRESS RELEASE_ Walk with the artist_ Belgrade 2015 !
Cultural association 22:37 and Beo_Project 

PRESENT 
Walk with the artist that will take place in Belgrade, Serbia on Saturday 6th and Sunday 7th June 2015. !!!

▸ PROJECT 

Walk with the artist is a program of authors’ itineraries that combines the idea of tour, walk, open-air workshop, interview 
with the artist and urban intervention. The artists are asked to present an independent proposal of walk in the city in 
order to lead the participants into the discovery and the experience of the urban space. The Walk becomes an open-air 
workshop and actively involves the participants, questioning the artists, reading and re-writing the visited places 
through the act of walking. 
The project is the result of a reflection and investigation about the walk practice as an aesthetic tool that can describe 
and modify those metropolitan spaces that are still unknown or undefined nature. The involved artists investigate the 
territory starting from a subjective research. They instill their curiosity by exploring places that are located out of planned 
spaces. They don’t limit themselves to walk through the city’s monuments, squares, big venues and parks. Their 
practice is an experiment consisting of mapping the city’s unconscious. It is extreme and brave attempt of exploration of 
those apparently unspectacular areas, yet unveiling an authentic and fascinating charm. 
The past three editions involved the city of Berlin (2012 and 2013 edition, both curated by Art & Tours) and Bergamo 
(2014, curated by association 22:37) with a total of 11 international artists: Rebecca Agnes, Paolo Barlascini, Silke 
Bauer, Silvia Giambrone, Irma Markulin, Stefania Migliorati, Maria Mitsopoulou, Irina Novarese, Stefanie Schairer, 
Chryssa Tsampazi, Viola Thiele. 
Not by chance this year edition will take place in Belgrade: after the centralized regulation of urban planning during the 
Communist era the city of Belgrade is experiencing today the lack of a proper legislative protection related to, and in 
relation to, public, and private propriety. Despite the structural rigidity of the pre-existing urban fabric and the lack of 
regulations governing it, the city is demonstrating an unexpected capacity to accommodate and adapt in this post-
Communist period of transition. The relationship between the cultural production and the urban space, and the 
regeneration of the city’s degraded areas is result of an individual and collective process, were artists are protagonist. 
The artists participating in the Belgrade 2015 edition are Iva Kontić, Sandra Božić, Dragan Strunjaš, Slobodan Stošić. !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!



▸ PROGRAM 

!
  Saturday 6th June 2015  $!

Walk with Iva Kontić	

Dream Catching in Dormitory / !
Hvatanje snova u spavaonici!!

Saturday 6th June 2015 | 4.30 pm$
Meeting point: $

bus station Hala Sportova (Pariske komune)$!!!
Walk with Sandra Božić $

Site-specific Lights, Open Air Exhibition / !
Na licu mesta izlozba, na otvorenom!!

Saturday 6th June | 8.30 pm$
Meeting point:  

Zavod, Kraljevića Marka 1 

  Sunday 7th June 2015  $!
Walk with Slobodan Stošić$

Piss Museum / !
Muzej mokraće!!

Sunday 7th June | 2 pm$
Meeting point:  

Monument to Vuk Karadžić, Park Ćirila i Metodija$!!!
Walk with Dragan Strunjaš$

Belgrade Layers / !
Lejeri Beograda!!

Sunday 7th June | 5 pm$
Meeting point:  

Pobednik monument, Kalemegran !
▸ INFO AND DETAILS 

Each Walk will last two hours circa. Further details and possible variation of the schedule will be communicated on the 
official website of the project walkwiththeartist.wordpress.com. 
Participation to the Walk is free. However, since the number of participants is limited, please reserve your 
attendance by contacting us via email at news22e37@gmail.com. !

▸ PARTNERS AND GRANTS 

 
Media partners_ Artribune, Politika, Supervizuelna. !!!!!
 
Partners_ Beo_Project, Art & Tours, Urban Incubator, Goethe Institut. !!!!!!

!
Grants_ ECF Step Beyond Travel Grant  

CULTURAL ASSOCIATION | ASSOCIAZIONE CULTURALE | KULTURVEREIN 

$62&,$&,Ð1�&8/785$/�_�ƣƬƤƫƬƩƦƧ�ƬƝƩƬƟƞǦƞ

22e37.wordpress.com

news22e37@gmail.com



▸ PROGRAM (detailed descriptions) 

!
Walk with Iva Kontić 

Dream Catching in Dormitory / Hvatanje snova u spavaonici$
  

Dormitory - the old nickname for New Belgrade, which describes it perfectly (Vukajlija, dictionary of slang). 
Dream Catching in Dormitory is a sort of a flashback excursion into the neighborhood which presents the “leitmotif” of my 
growing up in Belgrade in the 90s; and which will most certainly and with a good reason, never become a part of any 
sightseeing tour. 
The intersect between the New Belgrade districts 1, 3 and 33, with no urban content and no historical cultural sights, 
testifies of obsolete social plans and official ideologies of living, as well as of their byproducts. 
From ’89 to 2000, this scenery was my everyday route, it made the perceptive frame of my emotional and social education. 
Until I left it, to move to an other country. 
Through the series of silent performances and an accompanying audio track, I will try to share some fragments from the 
past using intimate narration contextualized into the contemporary urban landscape. 
With a time distance and from the perspective of someone who has become a tourist in the homeland, my Walk with the 
Artist represents a wish to restore the ruins of personal memory of Belgrade - far away from communism, Tito, secession, old 
kings and princesses, much closer to turbofolk, McDonalds, brutalism, banging pots and sirens. 
During the walk, the audience will listen to an audio recording, a compilation of music, sounds and narrations closely related 
to the period of the 90s within the local context. With headphones on, the audience will be silently led through the New 
Belgrade districts 1, 3 and 33. In front of the typical buildings of this neighborhood - Hala sportova, Fontana, McDonalds, 
OŠ Duško Radović, Perper, Genex - they will witness the series of silent performances, which will be performed by myself. 
Text by Iva Kontić. 

Saturday 6th June 2015 | 4.30 pm$
Meeting point: bus station Hala Sportova (Pariske komune).$!

*Participants are required to bring a mobile phone or MP3 player with headphones in order to download the audio files of the walk. !!!
Walk with Sandra Božić 

Site-specific Lights, Open Air Exhibition / Na licu mesta izlozba, na otvorenom$!
The walk is imagined like an exhibition. We will walk through the city and stand in front of the mapped places where the 
objects will be shown. 
In a museum or in a gallery the lights for exhibit object are always specific and very important. In this open-air exhibition the 
lights are the most important thing. Those lights will be the lights that already exist in the city of Belgrade, regularly lightning 
every day from and on buildings, walls, streets: small lights positioned mostly short from the ground, with small shot. 
Decorated lights without any other use and lightning nothing, but a small part of the wall. 
The objects, which are going to be exhibited, are personal stuff of the participants of the Walk that I will ask to bring with 
themselves. The type of object is freely decided by the participant, should be something personal that he_her can bring 
with. I will use the object only for a few minutes, and then I will return it. 
We will make an exhibition with the participants’ objects under those unused city lights. 
The Walk will be in the evening, in the dark. 
The main idea and meaning of the Walk is to share the artistic thought in a very direct way. At the same time participants are 
the artists of this project as well. The concept of the Walk is to show that there are so many small and little things in the city 
which can be used in different ways, it’s just that sometimes we don’t see them. 
Text by Sandra Božić. !

Saturday 6th June | 8.30 pm$
Meeting point: Zavod, Kraljevića Marka 1.$

*Participants are required to bring an object with. !!!



Walk with Slobodan Stošić 

Piss Museum / Muzej mokraće$

Belgrade does not stink it just reeks. Not so consistent as much as wave-like. Quite logically to that connotation, the city had 
a unique museum in the world, which was shut down at the same time as all the other museums in the city. It was called the 
“Piss museum”. The founder of the museum is a little known professor, urologist and musician Alexander Filon (1923-2003). 
That information was given to me by Velimir Ćurguz Kazimir, who has written about it. 
In the pile of old photographs I have noticed one, which until then I did not know where it had belonged, faded image of a 
laboratory in an apparently private apartment; written on the back side: “for A.F.” After that, I have started systematization 
and visualization of doctor Filon’s life, his museum and the city of Belgrade, to question whether it is possible to give a 
description of the city through its smells. 
The museum is located in the city center, quite accurately, odd sides of Revolution Boulevard, former King Alexander 
Boulevard, between the Vuk Monument and Žarko Zrenjanin street, or what is now called Vojvode Šupljikca street. 
Everything around it is thoroughly pissed. 
The museum is thematically decorated. At the entrance there is a short, chronological overview which starts with urology 
studies, then proceeds with the key events such as: love, profession, marriage, children, mature age, old age, illness, death 
in the family. At the very end there is a test tube with Filon’s urine sampled shortly before his death. The number of 
processed, exhibited pieces ranges between 1.800 and 2.000. It is believed that this is one fifth of available samples; in the 
most productive exhibiting years, there has known to be up to 4.500 pieces. The museum did find neither sympathy nor 
support of any government or regime, urologist or curator. 
The walk should explore the context of museum of this kind and the social structure of the city in the past 20 years. 
Researching the traces of the lost museum within the architecturally devastated and undeveloped urban city, provides an 
extra insight into all historical and architectural redundancy, that were misplaced in the layers of market and history, which 
deprives people of their city. 
Participants in the walk are called to summarize the potential narrative, contribute with the information and possible details 
for the Piss Museum’s revival. In the city cartography, this museum is just another nonplace, which presence and meaning 
should be explored. 
In a simulated age, actual urine proves cruelly, refreshingly real, as such, it seems as anathema to art.  
Someone might, maybe, someday realize that here we are not talking about one man’s urine, but something much more 
about the history of one nation whose modern history might be accurately tracked through various salts, proteins, albumins, 
bases and acids, since this is yet another untold story about what has happened to us. After Alexander Filon’s death, the 
museum is unaccounted for. 
Text by Slobodan Stošić. 

Sunday 7th June | 2 pm$
Meeting point: Monument to Vuk Karadžić, Park Ćirila i Metodija.$

Walk with Dragan Strunjaš 

Belgrade Layers / Lejeri Beograda$

The walk focuses on the city as an emotional organism, similar to a human being. It shows it as a vulnerable child with 
desires and expectations, a young person with hopes and goals, a grown-up with lots of experience, healed wounds, 
physical, emotional temptations and occurrences survived, illnesses, clinical deaths overwhelmed, filled with memories, 
experience and persistent in hopes for a new and better future. 
This life of the city is seen in layers that are visible all around. Those are the layers of different architectural styles and 
phases of the city developing that are standing one by another. 
Belgrade is a city that was ruined so many times. Layers of the changes exist so deep in every stone and piece of glass and 
concrete, in front of the eyes of the passengers. But they rarely see the city in this sense. 
Not only Belgrade, but every city has lots of memories and traces of desires and hopes woven into them, just as a person. 
Only if we know where to look we can find the whole new worlds. And we rarely look, just as we only occasionally look 
deeper into ourselves, especially in the internet era and the fast life. On the walk we will face this. 
While discovering the layers of Belgrade we can develop an emotional and spiritual reconsideration of what we are, who we 
are, and who we wanted/want to be, just as the city. The walk analyses the growth of the city compared to the growing-up of 
a human. On the path of discovering the layers of the city, we are also discovering the layers of ourselves, and the society. 
We will be walking the selected timeline that still exists in the city growing line. The layers discovered are the ones that were 
built into the city in different periods. 
The walk shows the new perspective of the city as its inhabitants rarely see it. It analyses the growth of the city in terms of 
space and time, through discovering the layers of Belgrade architecture combined with performative action. 
Text by Dragan Strunjaš. !

Sunday 7th June | 5 pm$
Meeting point: Pobednik monument, Kalemegran.


